BAY AREA COMPARATIVE URBAN POLITICS WORKSHOP

Friday March 22, 10 AM-4 PM, 820 Barrows Hall

Sponsored by UC Berkeley’s Global Metropolitan Studies Program

SCHEDULE

9:45 am: Coffee and Check in
10:00-11:15: Lightning Talks
11:30-12:30: Paper Workshops
12:30-1:30: Lunch
1:30-2:45: Research Panel
3:00-4:00: Book Talk
Bay Area Comparative Urban Politics Workshop

Friday, March 22, 2019, 10:00am - 4:00pm
Social Science Matrix, U.C. Berkeley
820 Barrows Hall (take east elevators to 8th flr. or to 7th flr. and walk up)

Sponsored by Global Metropolitan Studies
Hosted by the Social Science Matrix

*****
9:45 am: Coffee and Check in

10:00-11:15am: Lightning Talks


2. David Gordon (Assistant Professor, Santa Cruz), “Vectors of Accountability in Global Urban Climate Governance”


5. Clayton Nall (Assistant Professor, Stanford), “Paths of Recruitment: Rational Social Prospecting in Petition Canvassing”


8. Makoto Fukumoto (PhD Candidate, Berkeley), “Migration and Political Change”

11:30-12:30 Paper Workshop
*No presentations; papers distributed in advance

   Discussant: Jeffrey Paller (Assistant Professor, USF)

   Discussant: Alison Post (Associate Professor, Berkeley)

12:30-1:30 Lunch

1:30-2:45 Research Panel

Demanding rights and services in cities across the world

1. Lana Salman (PhD Candidate, Berkeley) “Decentering Politics: Peripheral Urbanization and the Remaking of Class Relations in Tunisia”

2. Tanu Kumar (PhD Candidate, Berkeley), “How Welfare Programs Can Increase Participation in Local Politics: the Effects of Affordable Housing in Mumbai”


3:00-4:00 Book Talk

Jessica Trounstine (Associate Professor, U.C. Merced)

*Segregation by Design: Politics and Inequality in American Cities (2018)*

Discussants: Sarah Anzia (Associate Professor, Berkeley) and Eleonora Pasotti (Associate Professor, Santa Cruz)